" Ecofeminist Science and the
Physiology of the Living Body
Part One
Martha R. Herbert, Ph.D.
Science, during the Twentieth Century, has been as destructive as it has been constructive.
This is reflective of a lack of awareness scientists have had of their own bodies. An eco
feminist science sees the body's way of learning as a paradigm for all human living.

ODERN SCIENCE DEVOTES itself
characteristically to manipulat
ing and controlling the natural world,
And it's no accident that it arose at
the same time as women's subjugation
strengthened and deepened} Francis
Bacon, an early ideologue of modern
science, saw nature as a woman whom
scientists forcibly penetrated to get
her to reveal her secrets; and this
kind of thinking coincided with an
explosion of witch-hunting.2 Thus both
the feminist and ecological projects
are forced to confront the nature of
science and scientific inquiry ever
more deeply as they face the profun
dity of their goals of cultural reeval
uation and regeneration.'
In the modern epoch, we determine
that knowledge is legitimate and scien
tific insofar as it approaches standards
set by classical physics. We find a bias
in favor of linear causation, hierarchi·
cal controL and mechanistic reduction·
ism. The experience of lhe senses is
regarded as an inexcusable contami
nant destroying objectivity, and the
passive voice dominates scientific dis·
course. "It was observed that" is all
right; "[ observed" is not. "Objectivity"
thus splits knowledge apart from lhe
one who knows, And the mind that
knows is split off from the body that
the mind is. Scientists themselves be
come stef'Hutyped as an odd breed split
off from "normal" human beings, while
their science is held in awe or fear, and
is rarely understood.
But is this the only road to rigorous
and worthwhile knowledge? If we
want to overcome the destructiveness
and domination wrought by modern
science, we need to reconsider how we
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develop and evaluate knowledge. This
project of regeneration is particularly
central to ecofeminism, which insists
on the essential integration of ecologi
cal and feminist concerns, How do
we create a sympathetic, embodied,
context-sensitive way if knowing? What
would a systematic, learning-oriented,
nondominating relationship "dth nature
be like? How can we respect rather
than exclude the rich webs of interrela
tionship in nature and in human caring
communities?
hat does it mean for
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Pay attention to the body, as
the conle~t in which all human
affo-irs occur-including science.
science to take account of the particu
lar ecological, cultural, and economic
contexts where WB live? Are there gen·
tlel' but still rigorous ways of gaining
l'eflectivB, verifiable knowledge?
The Hody

The body is a central figure in the
domain we neeu to reevaluate. For
the body is the material self of the
knower who knows. If we really aim to
develop context-sensitivity, we need
to pay detailed attention to the body,
as the context in which;.a.l1 human
affairs occur-induding s,l>ience. What
does it mean to be reflective about lhe
body? How can we do science as reflec·
tiVB rathel' than naively embodied,
gendered beings? How can we move
beyond the mind-body split, to in
corporate rather than oppose our
bodily experience in our ways of know
ing? And finally, what potentials might

be implicit in our embodied intelli
gence that we could cultivate more
widely? How can attention to the body
help people fulfill their capacity to
engage in thoughtful, reflective, shared
learning processes? That is, how can
a fuller appreciation of our body-mind
potentialities contribute to the democ
ratization of science')
Among feminists and many others
concerned with the social dimensions
of bodily experience, the sexual and
-gendered aspects of bodily experience
have received the bulk of attention, for
reasons which seem obvious. When
you say "body," people immediately
think "sex;' "desire;' or "reproduction";
women think "menstruation" and "child
bearing:' Then after sex there's medi·
cine. "Body" might trigger "pain:' "dis·
ease;' and "death:' For those of us who
get into good moods on occasion, per
haps we might think "dancing" and
"sports;' In what follows I will have
almost nothing specific to say about
any of these things. I will largely talk
about simple things·-walking, stand·
ing, sitting, holding your head up above
your torso with the least possible ef·
fort; that is, I will tatk about body lise.
And I will consider the awareness or
lack thereof with which we will use
our bodies. On the one hand, this
leads to judgillg the relation between
what we know, or don't know, abuul
how ou!' buuies function; and on the
other hand, judging how we nrc able
to know, or how we al'e blocked from
knowing, more genera liy.
Yet I hope it becomes apparent that
many of the issues central to a feminist
critique arise even out of considering
such an apparently simple, nonsexual
SOMATICS

aspect of bodily experience. Even
though we JTIay not all agree about
wh31 patriarchy lneans, we probably
concur that because we've all gmwn
up under patl'iarchy, there is a patriar
chal cast to our every unreflective

Women and bodies have in
common rht! fote o.f being taken
for granted_
~----------------

perception or conception. Moreover,
I might point out a parallel hetween
the situation of women and the situa
tion of bodies As Hilary Rose has
pointed out, in Marx's vision of a post
revolutionary society, "whel'e we fish
and hunt before dinner and make
social criticism after the dinner;' just
who makes the dinner itself is totally
taken for granted.4 Similarly. when
we walk, talk, sing, dance, wash the
dishes, have sex, suffer, and die-it's
not just psychosocial beings, but our
bodies who do aU these things. So
women and bodieR have in common
the fate of being taken for granted.
We have been instruments, but not
ends in ourselves, except in the most
problematic sense.
The move, then, of attending to what
was previously merely used and taken
for granted is in some fundamental
way a feminist move. The attention we
give to our bodies can be a feminist at
tention' even if what we are attending
to is not specifically gender related.
And surely in the case of bodies, gen
der cannot be far away. Moreover, con
sidering body knowledge is essential
for the project of ecofeminist regenera
tion' which demands that we engage
the issues of how our bodies both make
us part of nature and mediate our rela
tionship to it.
The Body and Knowing

The body has two levels of signifi
cance in relation to knowing. On the
one hand, it is that vehicle through
which we experience and perceive
everything; and on the other hand, the
body itself can become an "object" of
knowledge_ In relation to knowing,
then, we can thus ask two general
qu"stions: ho"" does the hody influ·
ence what and how we know? And
how might knowledge about the body
affect how we know through the body?
To put this in other terms, how do
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body learning processes affect learn·
ing more gen<lrally? What are some
physicaL personal, and cultural con
straints on bodily experience'} What
does it mean to make the body-and
not just any body, but oneN own, living
body-an object of knowledge? Thomas
Hanna defines somaticf{ as preCisely
this: "the field that SCCA hodily func
tions as simultaneously a third-penon
objective event and a first-person sub
jective event of awareness;'5 What kind
of experimental method does one use?
How do one's observations get evalu
ated and shared? And, can body learn
ing processes be used to overcome
deficiencies and limitations in our ways
of relating as learners to the world?
A number of bodily practices have
been developed in the twentieth cen
tury that respond to these questions.
I have chosen three to discuss--the

Alexander Thchnique, the J:<'eldenkrais
Method, and the hypnotherapy of Mil
ton Erickson-because they are partic
ularly well documented, and because
their originators have been especially
responsive to the scientific demand for
rigor and verifiability. But the rigor
they've maintained and the verifiability
they possess have not prevented them
from leaving Cartesian masculinized
splitting of mind from body behind
and working in terms of mind~body in
tegration. Therefore, althoughJhe par
ticular practices I'll discuss (though not
all body practices) were developed by
men, they move in directions that in
many respects parallel the direction of
feminist epistemology, at least in rela
tion to many of the issues of context
sensitivity and embodiment sketched
above. (And, given the nature of their

concerns, it is not surprising that a
large number of practitioners of these
techniques arc women.l In my discus
sion, I will emphasize the consequences
of the identity of the object of know
ledge with the learning subject- And
I will highlight some similarities be
tween some of the states of body and
mind involved, on the one hand, in this
kind of exploration and, on the other
hand, in scientific research.
These body-oriented techniques over
the years have attracted a great deal of
interest from scientists and philoso
phers. John Dewey, for example, was a
pupil of F_M_ Alexander, one of the
earlier pioneers in this area. Alexander
inspired and transformed Dewey tre
mendously. Describing the Alexander
technique as the "physiology of the
living organism:'· Dewey argued that
this practice completed the thus far
incomplete project of scientific discov
ery by finally incorporating the dimen
sion of sensual learning?

As might be anticipated, the conclu
sions ofMr. Ale;amder's experimen
tal inquiries are in harmony with
what physiologists know about the
.muscular and nervous structure.
But they give a new significance to
that knowledge; indeed they make
evident what knowledge itself really
is. The anatomist may "know" the
exact function a/each muscle, and
conversely know what muscles
come into play in the execution of
any specific act. But if he is himself
unable to coordinate all the muscu
lar structures involved in, sa}j sit
ting down or in rising from a sitting
position in a way which achieves
the optimum and efficient perfor
mance ofthat actj if, in other words,
he misuses himselfin what he does,
how can he be said to know in the
full and vital sense of that word?8
(emphasis in original)

How do body learning pro
cesses affect learning more
generally?
The self-control here referred to
by Dewey is different from the exter
nally imposed discipline that has been
much more characteristic of physical
training in the West. Western physical
disciplines have tended to follow extel'
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nally preBcribed ifll)tructiona and con
straints, and minimal attention has
been paid to the cultivation of inner
sensitivity. On the other hand, Eastern
physical disciplines, such as yoga and
Tai ChI, are oriented primarily toward
gaining access to the enormous poten
tial fur inner sensitivity and self-reg
ulation that remains latent without
serious cultivation ,. For this reason,
it makes more sense here to describe
the practices I will discuss not as dis·
ciplines, but as means of cultivation.
It is interesting that the practices I
have chosen to discuss here began not
as lofty attempts to cultivate latent
human potential, but rather as rigor
ous self-monitoring aimed at compen
sating for or overcoming personally ex
perienced physical handicap, as I will
explain specifically below, Yet the
horizons opened by this quality of at
tentiveness to one's own bodily experi
ence soon surpassed the standards of
"normalcy" considered sufficient by
Western medicine. But then the notion
of what is "normal" is derived exter
nally, often statistically; and achieving
it is usually the result of things done to
rather than by a person.
Cultivation in the East was oriented
to spiritual ends, using criteria from
nonscientific symbol systems. The
Western practices considered here,
on the other hand, while sharing the
orientation of inner cultivation, use
vocabulary and ways of thinking rooted
in science and scientific method. But
the path the VVestern practices have
chosen of inner cultivation have led
them as well to cultivation of supranor
mal capabilities. The path of sensitivity
and awareness seems to encourage the
discovery of levels of subtlety and in
terest that are not accessible to those

The Alexander technique com
pleted the project of scientific
discovery by finally incorporat
ing the dimension of sensual
learning.
who simply blindly follow the dictates
of external authority.
One of the differences between these
body practices and many other forms
of scientific activity is the degree of
control imposed on the conditions un
der which observation takes place. The
6

predilection for controlled environ
ments characteristic of nonnaturaL
history-oriented experimental science
gives way Lo observation in conditions
of ordinary life, In explaining what he

Guidance by inner awareness
moves in a contrary direction
to the goal of efficient control
from above.
means by the "physiology of the living
organism:' Dewey says

(Alexander'sl observations and ex
periments have to do with the ac
tual functioning of the body, with
the organism in operation, and in
operation under the ordinary con
ditions of living-rising) sitting)
walking, standing, using arms,
hands, voice, tools, instruments of
all kinds. The contrast between sus
tained and accurate observations of
the living and the usual activities of
man and those made upon dead
things under unusual and artifiCial
conditions marks the di:Jjerence be
tween true and pseudo-science.'o
Dewey continues by remarking that
our habit of associating science with
the latter sort of thing makes it hard to
appreciate the "genuinely scientific
character" of the kind of work Alex
ander has done.
This project of carefully observ
ing body use under ordinary circum
stances, cultivating more richly subtle
sensitivity and awareness, and cultivat
ing an inner awareness that will come
to replace externa dicta as the criterion
for appropriateness is congruent in a
number of ways with the ecofeminist
union of feminist reconstruction of sci·
ence with the cultivation of sensitivity
to ecological relationships_ The loca
tion of its practice in the domain of
ordinary daily activities escapes the
problem of the nonrefleQtive decontex
tualization that domiI).~tes contem
porary mainstream science. The.subtle
sensitivity and awareness are indeed
very much akin to the kind of sym
pathetic relationship to nature charac
teristic of some of the most gifted
scientists, such as Barbara McClintock
with her "feeling for the organism:'l1
And the goal of guidance by inner

awareness moves in a comral'Y din~(;
tion to [he maollgmHcnt-Qrientcd goal
of efficient control from above and
without of ever more intimate details
of peopl!:J'!; lives.
What, then, do Lhese practices in
volve? One of the key themes running
through all of the techniqucB here
discussed is the unity in practice of
mind and body. Yet each technique
approaches this unity in its own way.
Let us start with Alexander, since he
came first,
The Ale;t:ander Thchnique

An Australian actor, F.M. Alexander
was born in 1869. He developed his
technique first through several years
of painstaking work on himself, after
his voice failed him and he could no
longer act. Fruitless medical consulta
tions led him to take matters in his own
hands. Having been advised to rest his
voice for an extended period, he dis
covered that he could speak perfectly
well in normal conversation; but as
soon as he began to recite his voice be-

One of the key themes is the
unity in practice of mind and

body.
gan to fail him. From this he concluded
that there must be something he was
doing that led his voice to fail. The ques
tions then were: What was he doing,
and what could he do about it?U
Alexander concluded that he, like
most other modern people, suffered
from misuse of his body. This raises a
theoretical point. The range of posture
and appropriate movement for him
thus was defined not simply in cultural
terms, but rather also in terms of con
siderations, such as biomechanics. This
move, which many other body prac
tices share, still leaves room for a range
of appropriate movement styles and,
therefore, for different cultural styles.
It thus can open the way not to a reduc
tionistic biological determinism, but to
a rich discourse about the dialectical
relationship between biology and cul
ture. But anything more. than passing
refel'ence to this prospect is beyond
the scope of the current paper.
Alexander looked at another dimen
sion of the origins of misuse that has
been highlighted by the Reichian, Bio
energetic, and Gestalt therapy tradiSOMATICS

tionsP Habitual postures of misuse can
come not only from emotional trauma,
but also "from the way we use our bod·
let'! in recurrent work t'!itUlltions"lA This
leads to a different orientation to inter
vention: Reichians and others in that
tradition generally feel that a release of

Improved patterns of body use

involve less physical slrain.
the capacity for emotion and feeling is
a prerequisite for improved body flexi
bility and adaptability. But starting
from the complementary perspective
that habitual postures are "a position
from which certain actions and emo
tions can be possible;'l; Alexander and
his students found that learning new
patterns of movement opened up new
horizons for the growth of personality.
This could lead to more openness in
other areas of life as welL
One reason that the new patterns
of movement can create openness in
other areas of one's life is simply that
improved patterns of body use involve
less physical strain. Whereas a posture
or movement pattern poorly adapted to
gravity forces the body to expend mus
cular effort (and thereby energy) in
compensating for the extra stresses,
more biomechanically correct body
use frees the body from a lot of extra
work and gives it a grace which it car
ries over into other affairs.
But if COITect use is so much easier
than incorrect use, why don't we do it
spontaneously? Alexander thought that
the problem lay in the unreliability of
our sensory appreciation of our bodies.
This was because the senses alone
judge not by reason, but by habit-one
feels that what is habitual is correct;
and doing things differently feels wrong,
even if it makes more sense. The prob
lem for Alexander was how to substi
tute reason for habit. That he set up
the problem in this way set him on a
path that kept his work consistent with
a scientific world view. His suspicion
of immediate sense perception was
quite consistent with modern science
since Galileo.
Nevertheless, Alexander was work
ing with a living, sensate human body
indeed, his own, to start with-and not
an inanimate projectile or a machine.
An important aspect of a human body
is that it does not come apart, and one
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cannot effectively deal with it as sepa
rate units. One cannot "fix" the defec
tive use in one part without dealing
with the relationship of that part to the
rest of the body. Alexander conduded
that, due to the particular demands of
upright posture, the relationship of
the head, neck, and torso was of key
importance for the best use of the
whole body"" Alexander termed this
relationship the "Primary Control:'
The proper use of Primary Control
facilitates the antigravity system, which
consists of the muscles, connective tis
sues, and spine associated with upright
posture. Poor positioning of head,
neck, and torso forces other muscles to
compensate for what the antigravity
system is kept from doing by such poor
use; and the other muscles do a poorer
job with more effort, pain, and tension.
One of the main goals of the Alex·

ander Technique is to give the pupil
the experience of an appropriate and
balanced working of this Primary Con
trol, so that she can experience the
impact of this balanced Use on her
quality of movement more generally.
But how does a pupil gain such an
experience if her sense perceptions
provide faulty guidance and her habits
lead her astray? The technique of at
taining such improved use involves
touching and verbal instructioq.from a
teacher who herself has had long and
intensive experience with this process
of substituting reasonable for habitual
modes of body use. The first thing the
pupil needs to learn is to inhibit her im
mediate impulses to "help" the teacher
do what she thinks the teacher wants.
The reason for this is that we tend to
confuse ends with means. Alexander

calls us "ends-gainers": we take the
means for granted, and jump directly
to the end we think we want. But our
image of the end is sloppy and habitual;
and we get all the way to the end with
out having a chance to reflect on the
quality of the means we use to achieve
it. AJexander described this process of
inhibition as learning to "leave one
self alone:'
Having learned to inhibit these im
mediate, habit-formed impulses, tbe
pupil becomes ready to learn to use
reason instead. For Alexander, this
involved projecting an appropriate
psychophysical pattern using verbal
instructions. Initially, the appropriate
response of the pupil to such instruc
tions is simply to think them. Over time,
one learns thereby to substitute mind
ful attention to the "means-whereby"
for a nonthinking attempt to achieve
one's end. And through this process,
one starts to restore the reliability
of one's sense perception. Reason, by
inhibiting and directing our reflexes
and choices of body use, can open up
new kinds of body experience for us.
And the sense of appropriate, efficient
use-of ease and comfort-can become
auf' new criteria, and can allow us
to change.I7
The role that reason plays in moving
toward better body use leads to a sec
ond reason why thi~ kind of work can
lead to greater openness in domains
beyond immediate body experience.
For the use of reason in guiding one's
observations of one's body movement
and one's interventions to change it
introduces the quality of reflectiveness
into otherwise naive and unaware
activities. The approach of learning to
stop taking things for granted seems to
extend beyond the domain where it
was originally learned. This is one of
the main common themes that emerges
from a comparison of the techniques I
Ale~nder

concluded that the
relationship of head, neck, and
torso was of key importance.
am discussing here. Alexander offers
the horizon of a quality of grace com
ing to characterize our movement and
our lives that we previously could not
have conceived. And he considers this
to have implications at the evolutionary
scale. Through his work he intends to
7

promote "the r;reat phase in Man's
advancement in which he passes from
subconscious to conscious control of
his own mind and body."'·
The Alexander Technique is thus
a method of learning how to learn.

One starts to restore the relia
bility ofone's sense perception.
We venture from the known to the
unknown, using reason to gUide us
through the transitional period when
the deviation from what we are used to
considering "right" makes us feel dis
oriented.t • And this open mode of body
experimentation can lead to a more
open, experimental, learning-oriented
approach to other areas of experience
as well. This certainly seemed to be
Dewey's experience.

[Dewey] found it much easier, after
he had studied the Technique, to
hold a philosophical position calmly
once he had taken it or to change it
if new evidence came up warrant
ing a change. He contrasted his own
attitude with the rigidity of other
academic thinkers who adopt a
position early in their career and
then use their intellects to defend it
indefinitely.zo
The Feldenkrais Method

The method developed by Moshe
Feldenkrais departs from very similar
assumptions, but they are articulated
in different terms and experienced by
different techniques. Feldenkrais was a
Paris-trained physicist, born in Russia
in 1904, who was also Europe's first
black belt in judo. From 1929 through
the 1940's, he published a series of
books on judo, exploring the bodily
mechanics and theory of judo combat.21
After a severe knee injury from play
ing soccer, for which surgery offered
little prospect of help, he undertook an
intense study of anatomy, physiology,
psychology, and anthropology in a suc
cessful attempt to heal himself.n
Feldenkrais became interested in the
problem of human correction, and so
the question became when and how to
do this. Differing with the hypnotists of
his time, Feldenkrais chose to work
with people in the waking state, which
he saw as made up of four components:
sensation, feeling, thinking, and move8

ment. These components are in con
stant interaction and cannot be sepa
rated except conceptually. Since these
components all influence each other, a
change in one will change the others as
well. Feldenkrais chose movement as
the most efficacious point of interven
tion for a series of reasons:

1. The nervous system is occupied
mainly with movement.
2. It is easier to distinguish the
quality of movement [than ofanger,
love, envy or even thought].
3. We have a richer experience of
movement . _ . than of feeling and
thought.
4. The ability to move is important
to self-value.
5. All muscular activity is movement.
6. Movements reflect the state of
the nervous system.
7. Movement is the basis of aware
ness.
8. Breathing is movement.
9. [Movements are the] hinges of
habit."

Movement was key for
Feldenkrais.
This last point gets to the heart of
the matter. Because of his view of the
organism as an integrated set of func
tions, Feldenkrais named his technique
"Functional Integration:' Since this
technique required the presence of a
trained practitioner and therefore was
inherently in short supply, he later
supplemented his teaching through
touching with a set of exercises called
':Awareness Through Movement:' Move
ment was key for Feldenkrais because

A fundamental change in the motor
basis within any single integration
pattern will break up the cohesion
of the whole and thereby leave
thought and feeling without an
chorage in the patterns of their es
tablished routines. 1ft· this condition
it is much easier to e;ffect changes in
thinking and feeling, for the muscu·
lar part through which thinking and
feeling reach our awareness has
changed and no longer expresses
the patterns previously familiar to
us. Habit has lost its chief support,
that of the muscles, and has be
come more amenable to change."

Being awake and being able to move,
though, do not in themselves guaran
tee that a persun will fulfill her paten·
lial fO!' awareness and for richly diY·
ferentiated development. Feldenkrais
speaks of both of these as uniquely
human capabilities. His notion of
a\vareness is reminiscent of Alexanders
goal of inhibiting impulsive end-gaining.

The possibility of a pause be
tween the creation of the thought
pattern for any particular action
and the execution of that action is
the phYSical basis for awareness.
This pause makes it possible to ex
amine what is happening within us
at the moment wilen the intention
to act is formed as well as when it is
carried out. The possibility of delay
ing action-prolonging the period
between the intention and its e;te
cution-enables man to learn to
know himself. And there is much to
know, for the systems that carry out
. our internal drives act automati
cally, as they do in the rest of the
higher animals."
Once again we have the goal, here
called awareness, of reflection on ac
tions and processes that would other
wise be naively taken for granted.
Feldenkrais also had an approach to
development and learning. Whereas
some human functions are learned
early and are securely rooted, hu
man beings engage in a uniquely large
repertoire of functions that require
apprenticeship. Furthermore, the chal
lenges of developing an adequate adap
tation to gravity in our unique bipedal
posture take a long time to be met
successfully- it takes several years for
our bodies to be ready for upright pos
ture. Because of the time and learning
involved, there are plenty of opportu
nities for failed learning and incom
plete apprenticeship. If neurosis can be
defined as "a series of stereotyped reac
tions to problems that the person has

Maturity involves the capacity
to make choices.
never solved in the past, and is still
unable to solve in the present;'Z6-i.e.,
failed learning-then human beings
(certainly in modern developed socie
ties at least, with their institutional
SOMATlCS

disruption of more organic cultural
modes of learning)Z7 are presented with
an appalling range of opportunities for
neurosis and immaturity. Maturity in·
volves the capacity to make choices. For
Feldenkrais, maturity "means that the
individual has learned to bring to bear
upon the present circumstance only
those parts of previous experience that
he consciously deems necessary. The
immature person cannot stop himself
from restoring the whole situation
where only an element of it is associ
ated with the present:'zs
We might pause here to highlight a
parallel between Feldenkrais' concept
of maturity and the process of scien
tific analysis, with which one can move
from an undifferentiated sense of the
nature of a material system to a more
differentiated and specified sense of
order and of relations of cause and
effect. From the vantage point of Feld
enkrais' work as well as that of cogni
tive psychology, then, the operations
performed by scientists are in their
structure an extension of learning
processes in which everyone engages
during the course of their maturation.

pie now are no reflection of our inher
ent limitations. Feldenkrais saw great
potential for human fulfillment in the
interaction of social transformation
and self-education. His approach to the
interaction of biology and society was a
discourse of potentiality rather than
determinism.3D
In spite of many similarities in spirit
with Alexander's technique, Felden
krais' method in practice is rather
different. Feldenkrais doesn't rely on
reason guided by verbal instructions as
a means to gain new bodily experience.
These new experiences are gained in·
stead through the touch of a trained
Feldenkrais practitioner or through
following instructions in the Aware
ness Through Movement exercises.
The intention in either case is not to
try to achieve any "correct" posture
or movement pattern, but to transform

Feldenkrais' intention is to
transform and enrich our
self-image.
In the acknowledgments to Body and
Mature Behavior, Feldenkrais thanks
J.D. Bernal and Solly Zuckerman, to
whom he first presented the work as a
lecture series. Bernal in particular is
well-known as a central figure in the
history of British Marxist science. Per
haps the company Feldenkrais kept has
something to do with how he has an ex
plicitly social explanation for our fail
ure to fulfill more than a small fraction
of our potentiaJ.29 We are motivated to
keep improving our functional capaci·
ties only until they function adequately
to fulfill our immediate needs, he says.
We learn to talk until we are under
stood. But few of us are motivated to
polish our fluency and voice quality.
Society, in fact, expects little more than
minimum functioning in general for
most people; and, I would add, it gives
us precious little opportunity to exceed
that. Nor do many of us get to learn
how to judge our satisfaction by our
own rather than external standards.
However, the limitations we see in peo·
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pupil to experience such a broader
range of movement possibilities. Often
work will be done on only one side of
the body, so that the mind (or, more ac·
curately, body-mind) can make com
parisons between the worked and un·
worked sides-a rich means to learning
for the entire body.31

Alexander and Feldenkrais
insisted that their work was
education and not therapy.
Both Alexander and Feldenkrais in
sisted that their work was education
and not therapy. The person being
worked on was not a patient or even a
client, but a pupil. And especially for
Feldenkrais, the learning process was
not serious and pedantic, but rather
light, playful, and full of easygoing
repetition, much like child's learning.
Just as a child adds new options to its
repertoire of knowledge and compe
tence through play-and just as play
is most successful in children who
haven't yet been crippled by a critical,
judging mind-the process of learning
new movement options for adults works
best when the new information is nei·
ther heavy nor overwhelming, but ac
quired as a by·product of interest and
even enjoyment. ~

Part Two, the conclusion of Ecofem·
inist Science and the Physiology of the
Living Body, will appear in the Spring!
Summer, 1990, issue of Somatics.
and enrich our self-image; for our self·
image, which in terms of our muscula
ture resides in our motor cortex, is
formed of-and limited by-our range
of movement experiences. This self
image, then, is smaller than our poten
tial capacity (because our actual range
of movement is less than our potential
range); but it can be expanded by gain
ing experience of new functions. And
as the range of movements that one's
body has experienced increasesiso the
mind, with this new and widefrange
of choice, can make its own judgments
of what is appropriate on a broader ba
sis. This broader basis comes about
since a richer range of body movement
experience leads to a more detailed,
and hence more accurate, mapping of
the body image on the motor cortex.
The practice, then, involves helping the
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Ecofeminist Science and the

Physiology of the Living Body
Part Two

Martha R. Herbert, Ph.D.
Science, during the Twentieth CentufJ" has been as destructive as it has been constructive.
This is reflective of a lack of awareness scientists have had of their own bodies. An eco
feminist science sees the body's way of learning as a paradigm for all human living.

The Hypnotherapy of
Milton Erickson

The enormous learning potential con·
tained in relearning the unself·con·
scious absorption of childhood is also
important for the last practitioner I
will discuss here. Milton Erickson, a
psychiatrist and one of the founders of
family systems therapy,32 was one of
the world's foremost clinical hypnotists
and perhaps the major innovator in
this field in the 20th century. Born in
1901 into a large and outgoing family of
Scandinavian descent, he grew up on a
Wisconsin farm, a background he used
abundantly in his later work (as he
used most of his experience). In his
late teens he developed polio, which
crippled every voluntary muscle in his
body except those around his eyeballs.
His family would leave him sitting in a
rocking chair with a hole in it for
toilet functions, while they did their
business. So for quite a long time he
had absolutely nothing to do except
watch the goings-on around him. Erick
son accomplished two major learnings
during this period. One of them was
that, partly with the help of some read
ing he had done before his illness,
he became an extraordinarily acute
observer of nonverbal communication
and of discrepancies between the
meaning of people's words and their
body language. This acuteness was
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to prove critical in his later work as
a hypnotist.
The other learning, more centrally
relevant here, had to do with learning
itself. As time passed, one of the ways
he would occupy himself was to review
in rich detail old memories of things he
used to do. One day as he was engaged
in one of these reveries, he noticed that
his rocking chair was rocking ever so
slightly. There was no way it could
have rocked for any reason but some
thing he had done. This was Erickson's

Erickson's realization that
thoughts about movement

could create actual slight
movements of the muscles.
first realization that thoughts about
movement would create actual slight
movements of the muscles involved
in the imagined movement. (We have
already touched on the relationship
Feldenkrais and Alexander both utilize
between imagined and actual action; in
recent years, IIlalW an Olympic athlete
has rehearsed his or her act in trance
with detailed imagery.)
The birth of a sister around this time
allowed Erickson to observe an infant
learning to crawl, stand, and walk.
Combining learning from his sister

with learning that thinking could
facilitate movement, he taught him·
self to walk again. Of course, there
was a decisive difference between
his relearning to walk and the first
learning of his sister, for he was pro·
ceeding as an adult, with an adult's
mind which could participate reflec
tively and awarely with its developed
intellect. Whereas the process of learn
ing to walk the first time is buried in
the recesses of childhood amnesia,
Erickson as an adult could retain his
memories of how he relived this pri.
mordial learning process. Since the
only way he could make this process
work was through painstaking atten
tion to minute and sensual detail, he
developed a strong sense of the foun·
dational character of early learning
experiences and of the importance of
learning processes in psychological
growth," and he generalized from this
experience in his work as a hypnother
apist. Many people stay stuck in ruts
because they can't figure out how to
make a workable, step-by-step process
out of the road to greater flexibility, but
Erickson would get inside the details of
therapeutic learning processes that
most people slide over and take for
granted. (Unlike Feldenkrais and Alex
ander, as a psychiatrist he did think in
terms of therapy, even with his strong
emphasis on learning.)
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Erickson didnl approach learning in
primarily instrumental, analytical
fashion. He conceived of our minds as
having a conscious and an unconscious
part; he belJeved that whereas one's
conscious mind ordinarily ran the
show, it was the unconscious mind that
contained truly vast wellsprings of
II

Erickson did think in terms of
therapy, even with his strong
emphasis on learning.
resourcefulness. Memories of the full
range of our experience are contained
in our unconscious; whereas the con
scious mind, left to itself} tended to be
too judgmentaL narrow, linear, and at
tached to habit. The goal of his hypno
therapeutic work was, through trance,
to get the conscious mind out of the
way so that the unconscious mind could
reorganize its resources into a more
constructive and appropriate frame
work for the challenges being faced.
Erickson thought of trance as a nat
ural state, entered by all of us many
times during the day when we drift off
or space out. These "times out;' which
tend to recur in a regular rhythm of
about ninety minutes, seem to give us
frequent chances to use our uncon
scious mind to integrate our experi
ence and regroup. nance involves a
focusing of attention, though one's
absorption can be external as well as
internal. The techniques Erickson
employed as a hypnotherapist were
intended to amplify and deepen our
natural tendency to, and need for,
such altered states of consciousness.
The altered sense of time (indeed,
sometimes timelessness), the imagistic
thinking, the both-and logic, the recep
tivity to metaphoric communication
these characteristics of the trance state
are systematically used in the Erick
sonian approach."
Since people often don't talk at aU
while they are in trance, Erickson kept
some track of what is happening to the
subject through monitoring "minimal
cues'!....those bare beginnings of move
ments, gestures, and facial expressions,
as well as changes in breathing, skin
tone, and other physiological indica
tors.35 His extended period for observ
ing people's facial and body language
during his long bout with poliO surely
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contributed to his skill in this regard.
Since the motor cortex is dampened
in hypnotic trance, a movement that
seeIll6 small compared to normal wak
ing movements can actually indicate
quite intense mental activity.
Erickson's use of these minimal cues
is relevant to differences between
body-oriented practices and hypno
therapy. Feldenkrais, oriented toward
body movement, was critical of hypno
tists such as COlif'; who thought that
merely by giving suggestions to the
unconscious in trance or even sleep
one could rectify long-standing psycho
logical problems. He maintained that
without transforming deeply ingrained
body habits, the psychological prob
lems would return. (This was also his
criticism of psychoanalysis; he main
tained that successful cures effected

through psychological intervention
were inevitably accompanied or pre
ceded by changes in body and facial
muscle movement patterns.) It may
well be that Feldenkrais' criticism
doesn't apply to Ericksonian-style hyp
notherapy, which involves such a care
ful observation of, and responsiveness
to, bodily cues. For the body is indeed
involved. (In fact, Erickson and Felden·
krais became friends toward the end of
their lives and felt a deep kinship
between their approaches.) Indeed,
this attentive monitoring has led some
to describe Ericksonian hypnotherapy
not merely as nontraditional and non
authoritarian, but as a utilization and
cooperation approach. Erickson be
lieved strongly that any changes a
person might undergo could not be
imposed from without, but had to

come fl'om a person's own inner re
sources, which could be better accessed
in trance. ((Minimal cues" were one
means for a hypnotherapist to stay
responsive to the changing needs of a
hypnotherapeutic subject.
Erickson did a great deal of hypnotic
work on psychophysiological and psy
chosomatic phenomena, thus concern
ing himself with a different range of
problems than did Alexander and
Feldenkrais.36 More recent work by his
students, draWing on the expanding
body of research in psychoneuroim
munology and behavioral medicine,
formulates the trance-related mind
body relationship in terms of the con·
cepts of state-dependent learning and
information transduction~7 A catchy
example of state-dependent learning is
a study of medical students who were
taught new information while drunk
and subsequently remembered that in
formation much better drunk than
sober. State-dependent memory, learn
ing, and behavior (a more complete
name for the phenomena) have to do
with how stress-related hormones and
other bodily states affect the strength
of the memory trace. Subsequently, the
whole memory and behavior complex
can be triggered by a new stimulus
similar to any aspect of the sensory·
information complex associated with
the memory. Hypnosis can be used to
disentangle this mass (or mess) of
associations and give the person more
choice of responses. Just as Feldenkrais
described maturity in terms of the
freedom to choose which parts of
past experiences one wants to use in
new situations, through hypnosis one
can come to use the experience as a
resource, rather than be thrown by

Erickson thought
a natural state.

of trance as

triggers of stressful memories into
a regressive "automatic" repetition
compulsion.38
Information transduction is a term
that describes the concern of psycho
neuroimmunology research. How do
psycho-social experiences, whether
stressful or pleasurable, get trans
duced into organismic and cellular
changes? The mechanisIll6 of the path
ways from neocortex through the
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limlJic-hypothalamic axis to the bodily
and then the cellular levels are being
actively investigated,39 and this very
investigation, with the intera.ction of
multiple levels of integration that it
involves, challenges at least to some
extent the molecular reductionism that
tends to domInate contemporary bio
medical research. With an information

Erickson believed strongly that
any changes had to come from
a person's own inner resources.
transduction model, causation by no
means has to go from the bottom up.
In his own way Erickson, particu
larly like the body-oriented Felden
krais, wanted to help his patients have
more options. He saw pathology as
correctable by resumption of inter
rupted learning processes. One of
the ways he helped people gain new
options and resume learning processes
was through the use of metaphor.40
Erickson was very skilled at telling
stories which were isomorphic to the
problems his patients presented but
which contained indications of other
ways of framing and handling the
problems. In the case of psychosomatic
and physiological problems, the meta·
phors were often isomorphic to the
physical problems themselves. The
isomorphisms and suggestions in his
metaphors were often obscure to the
conscious mind, but Erickson pitched
them at the unconscious mind on
the grounds that new and generative
behaviors, images, and dreams are
generated from the unconscious and
not from the conscious. Erickson also
spoke to the little child in each of his
patients who stillimes to get absorbed
in a good story. This was one of the

Erickson saw pathology as
correctable by resumption of
interrupted learning processes.
partieular ways that he utilized the
reverie state associated with trance.
Erickson did moat of his work before
thel'f:l was much information about the
mechanisma of thelSe interactions. Yet,
there was abundant phenomenological
evidence that verbal suggestions and
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metaphors indeed had physiological
impact. Pain control and other physical
problems have been resolved through
ilypnosis, even though the mechanism
of the resolution (or even of the prob·
lem) is not understood. Erickson had
more than ample opportunity to prac·
tice his pain·control skills on himself.
He was one of the rare people who was
stricken with polio a second time, in
his fifties. :From that point on he had
constantly to deal with his own physi
cal pain. Pain tends to present itself as
an overwhelmingly intense and un
pleasant experience, hardly inviting
careful exploratory attention. Unfor
tunately, the urgent desire to escape
the pain can serve to magnify it by
focusing attention on it even more. One
of the techniques Erickson used for
pain control was dissociation. Another
was to use one's curiosity about the
pain to break it down from one over
whelming and undifferentiated experi.
ence to a complex set of interesting
and varied phenomena going on in
one's body. This, in turn, can lead to
the subsequent ability that can be culti
vated to vary some components of the
pain, thereby gaining an increasing
degree of control over the experience.
This absorbed interest in one's pilysical
sensations isn't so much kinesthetic,
since it doesn't necessarily involve
physical movement. But the inner
knowledge gained from such absorp
tion is reminiscent of John Dewey's
remarks above about the difference
between academic knowledge of anat·
omy and knowledge in use, which is
more grounded and thorough. Erick
son's own experience with the possibil
ities of highly differentiated inner
awareness was the foundation for his
ability to help other people develop in
a similar manner.
Body-Mind and the
Practice of Science
The c,apacity for profoundly absorbed

attention and the skill of transforming
an undifferentiated experience into a
carefully differentiated and observed
set of variables are both involved not
only in hypnosis but also in the process
of scientific investigation. There are
many stades of trancelike states pro
viding the occasion for breakthroughB
in scientific insight. Even some of the
more esoteric phenomena of altered
states of consciousness have been

described by scientists. Evelyn Pox
Keller's biography of Barbara McClin
tock is full of stories of McClintock's
USe of altered states of consciousness.
She told of many occasions when she
would go into a trancelike state for
perhaps half an hour and then come
out with a new insight, hypothesis, or
solution to a previously confusing
problem. And in the course of working
on a difficult corn genetics research
project, she increasingly would have
the sensation she described as getting
down into the cell among the chromo
somes and seeing them large all around
her, while totally losing track of her
normal, human·scale self.'" Keller even
briefly mentions that McClintock her
self became explicitly interested in
TIbetan practices of mind-body regula
tioIl, such as body-heat regulation
practices.42 There are stories about
many other scientists as well. Einstein
thought in images; and Kekule's reverie
that led him to figure out the ring
structure of benzene is famous as well.
Reverie plays an important role psycho
logically and in creativity;U

One of the techniques Erick
son used for pain control was
dissociation.
A theme that I emphasized in the
work of Alexander and Feldenkrais
was the development of reflectiveness
and awareness at a conscious level.
Erickson, on the other hand, was con
cerned to facilitate the resourcefulness
of the unconscious and wanted to get
the conscious mind out of the way. On
the surface, these two approaches
would seem to be in contradiction, yet
this is at least in part a matter of termi·
nology rather than of substance. Erick·
son's "conscious mind" is more akin to
the habit patterns that both Alexander
and Feldeilkrais worked to overcome,
and all three wanted to liberate deeper
sources of wisdom and appropriate·
ness from habitual restraints.

Condusion
What are we to make of this, theoret
ically and practically? PsychodynamiC
explorations are useful in suggest
ing why some people rend morc than
others to preserve a capacity for crea
tive reverie and why different cog-
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nitive styles tend to he gender-associ
ated. And cultura.l critique ca.n explain
how an imtrumentally oriented society
like ours discourages free-floating,
ostensibly "unproductive" reverie-or
body sensitivity, but critique alone
dues nol help people to better use their
potential for creativity Erickson's
approach to hypnotherapy and to the

Erickson's approach to hypno
therapy bypasses the fii(B.tion
on pathology that cripples too
much of psychological theory.
unconscious utterly bypasses the fixa·
tion on pathology that cripples too
much of psychological theory and
practice and causes practitioners to
patronize and label rather than help.44
Moreover, trance is useful not merely
as psychotherapy but also for facilitat
ing generative creativity.
Both hypnotic phenomena and the
body-learning phenomena described
above that come about through the
Alexander Thchnique and Feldenkrais'
Functional Integration involve develop
ing a more highly sensitive and dif
ferentiated awareness of previously
naive and unreflective experience.
And what are these, if not some of the
most prized capacities of human
beings in general brought to more
specific levels of sophistication in the
sciences? Alexander, Feldenkrais, and
Erickson all developed not merely
modes of body learning, but even
more, modes of using body and mind
body cultivation for learning how to
learn. The emancipation of people's
capacity to learn is surely one of the
primary goals of any genuinely emand·
patory program.
Yet although the originators of these
praruces at times alluded to the social
implications of their -work, this was not
their primary goal. On the other hand,
neither is it appropriate to use the
stated political viewpoints of scientific
researchers (or artists, for that matter)
as a central criterion for evaluating
their work. Moreover, explicit advu
cates of human emancipation have not
been that Btrong in offering prdcticea
to back up their claim that the personal

First, I want to argue that body and
other cultivation practices should be
an important part of emancipatory so
cial practice. If we are trying to bring
about a deep transformation in the way
human SOCieties work, we need to ex
amine carefully how growing up in a
troubled culrure has imprinted itself
deeply on every aspect of our beings.
But this examination will never go deep
enough if it is only conducted intellec
tually. This discussion of body learning
practices should suggest that the pro
cess of what Marx called "educating the
educator" needs to take place in our
bodies as
as in our minds.
This is particularly important for
feminism. At the level of critique,
somatics is a necessary addition to a
psychodynamic approach in the dis
course on feminist epistemology.4s The

wen

ill political. How, then, do we integrate

work of Alexander and Feldenkrais
presented here has illustrated the
importance of semory·motor activity
in relation to knowing, and Erickson's
mind-body work suggests practical
approaches for accessing the genera
tivity of the unconscious mind. These
practices can help point the way not
only to a stronger material basis for
epistemolOgical critique but also to the
regenerative practices to which such
critique should lead.
Second, I'd like to move from discuss
ing emancipatory practice to eman·
clpatory sc:iefllijic practice. This means
asktng what we mean by "science:'
What kind of recomtruction of science
is suggested by body-cuItivation prac
tices? For one thing, my sketch above

body practices, emancipation, and the

of some such approaches should at

reconstruction of science?

least suggest grounds for considering
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the6e mode/; of body cultivation dnd
study to be in some sentle tlcientific
in themselves. They do not violate the
basic criteria that science be reflective
and verifiable, although they do chal
lenge the domination of mainstream
science by a Cartesian masculiniza.
tion46 that adds surplus determinations
to the criteria for legitimacy.
In addition, these body practices can
help develop an integrative alternative
to scientific reductionism. Th be sensi·
tive to one's body while one's body.
mind is being sensitive to the world is
already a multileveled, context-sensi
tive approach to experience. This very
approach shifts attention away from
the reductionist searcb for the boss of
the hierarchy of control (as where
genes control everything) and toward
an interactional sensibility and open
ness to compleXity. These latter sensi·
bilities are more compatible with
feminist, ecological, and dialectical
approaches to science.
More particularly, a somatic orienta
tion can be a crucial tool in the develop
ment of a post-Cartesian biology. Henry
Ey said, "The reintroduction of the sub
ject into physiology and biology is the
chief concern of modern thought";4V a
somatic approach to the physiology of
the living organism can help give more
substance to this concern. Further·
more, the fact that somatics involves
the physiology of the living organism is
crucial here. No "subject" remains if
one works in a lab studying the physiol
ogy of organisms which are ground up
and centrifuged or studying physical
processes as reflexes while ignoring
the role of higher levels of organiza
tion (like awareness) in modulating
organismic processes.

Body practices should be an
important part of emancipa.
tory social practice.
Over time, a more conscious relation
ship of body practices and somatic
education to scientific research, I1S well
as to ecofeminist reconstructive prac
tice, might well feed back into the body
practices themselves. Also, since thE!
practicelS disculSlSed here were gener
ated by IllBn, it will be interesting to
compare these approaches to those of
women, and particularly feminist and
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eeofeminist wnmen, al'i ;:;uch work
becomel'i more richly documented.
The final puint in condusion raises
the larger issue of who gets to be a
scientist. If the oapaoities developed by
body cultivation and altered states of
consciousness are similar to capacities
used in doing science, then what is spe
cial about the capacity to do science?
Indeed, Feldenkrais and Alexander
have hoth insisted that there are no
ungifted people and that people who
seem gifted excel more in their quality
of use and their focus (and I would
add, their social privilege) than in
any inherent capacity. It would seem
that giving people the opportunity to

A somatic orientation can be a

crucial tool in the development
of a post-Cartesian biology:
develop their own capacities for self
regulation, combined with appropriate
intellectual stimulation and challenge,
can lead in any reasonably intact per
son to the kind of skilled reflectiveness
that is of the essence of science. Ernest
Mandel once addressed this problem:

In foct, nothing now stands in the
way of progressively transforming
a.ll people into scientists and schol
ars, that is, of that progressive
dissolution of productive work
into scientific work that Marx fore
sees . . _ , provided that human
society so reorganizes itself that
every child is surrounded with the
same infinite care and attention
that are today devoted to preparing
nuclear submarines or interplane
tary rockets.48
I would add that such infinite care and

attention should be of another, more
playful and open kind than some yup
pies now lavish on their three-year-olds
to ensure their future admission to
Harvard. Certainly such caring labor
could not be of the subaltern, talrnn
for-granted kind that now oppresses
women .~9 'r'he growing feminist discus
sion of the labor of caring might be
enriched by considering the kinds of
caring involved in the body and body
mind practices I have discussed.
A good deal of the feminist debate
about science has remained within
60

the bounds of mainstream, officially
legitimate science. If one focuses only
on that kind of SCience, trying to
change it face!! nne with huge SOCiologi
cal problems: how do you transform an
essentially conservative socialization
apparatus with strong insular tenden
cies? But this approaoh isolates science
even from the social forces so many of
us have been arguing indeed affect it
Moreover, it perpetuates a narrow
view of the role of scientific activity in
a broader picture of human affairs.
If instead we expand our focus to
include all of the problems around the
world that need a reflective, experi
mental, collective learning approach,
then things look different. Finding ways
to cultivate the full-bodied intelligence
of everyone becomes much more
important. And the sociology of the
inner workings of more sophisticated,
speCialized science can be placed,
as a political move, in a dialectical
relationship with broader social prob
lems. This is already going on much
more clearly in some third world con
texts, where problems of science and
philosophy in relation to development
have often gone to the streets.50 In the
first world, we already have growing
pockets of alternative health, energy,
and ecology projects. As the ecological,
health care, and institutional crises
worsen and the problem of generating
a viable way of life becomes more
immediate, science may take more to
the streets at home as well.
Science education, even among alter
native-minded folk, is still too often
carried out in the dry and forbidding
pedagogy of Cartesian science. The
reflective body and mind-body learn-

human potential for grace, balance,
intelligence, and generative creativity.
It is comforting and encouraging to

Finding ways to cultivate the
fllll-bodied intelligence of
everyone becomes important.
find yet more support for looking for
ward to the democratization of skill
as well as power. This is particularly
important to the ecofeminist project,
which is devoted to maintaining and
regenerating diversity, both of human
personality and of natural organisms
and environments. Ecofeminists do
not look kindly on a visiun of a top
down reorganization of society, for this
can never honor diversity and individ
uation (which is quite different from
individualism). The democratizability
of skill supports the notion that a bot
tom-up reorganization is practical and
not crazy. That we all embody potential
capacities far beyond what we now
develop is only further support for
this prospect. e...

This is the second part of a two-part
article.
NOTES
32. An accessible and entertaining introduc

tion to Erickson's work is in Jay Haley'S
Uncommon 1'herapy: The Psychiatric
Techniques of Milton H. Erickson, M.D.

(New York: W. W. Norton, 1973). Haley
and others were involved in the collabo
ration with Erickson that also included
Gregory Bateson, in the early years of
the family systems approach. There is
currentiy a not-so-small industry of psy
chotherapists putting out volumes on
Erickson's approach. In the last period
of his life, a growing number of people
tried to systematize and render more
teachable Erickson's approach. A short
book which summarizes a lot of these
attempts is Thproots: Underlying Prin

The foct that somatics involves
the physiology of the living
organism is crucial here.
ing practices I have discussed here
should suggest that there are specific
ways for developing a more embodied
and sensuous-and thereby more fully
materialist-science pedagogy; and
furthermore, such an approach could
help make scientific capabilities more
accessible to a larger portion of people.
Alexander, Feldenkrais, and Erickson
have given abundant ground/!, both
theoretical and practical, for a rich

ciples of Milton Erickson's Therapy and

Hypnosis by William Hudson OHanlon

(New York: W. W. Norton, 1987).
33. Some of this biographical material may
be found In E. Rossi, M. Ryan and F.
Sharp, cds., Healing in Hypnosis; The
Seminars, Lectures and Wurkshups of
Milton H. Erickson, Vol. I. New York:
Irvington, 1983.
34.

An excellent IlI1d systematic exposition
of the Ericksonian approach for practiSOMATICS

tioners is Stephen Gilligan's Therapeutic
'Trances: The Cooperation Principle in
Ericksonian Hypnotherapy, New York:
Brunner/Mazel, 1987. Another useful
book is Stephen Lankton and Carol
Lankton, The Answer Within: A Clinical
Framework of Ericksonian Hypnother.
apy, New York: BrunerlMazel, 1983.

An important anthology was R. Ader,
ed., Psychoneuroimmunology, New
York: Academic Press, 1981. The Insti
tute for the Advancement of Health
publishes the journal Advances which
includes abstracts of new work in this
area that they periodically compile into
annotated bibliographies.

35. (Body and Mature Behavior, introduc
tion and throughout.) Erickson's use
of "minimal cues" might indicate a
common ground, since such subtle
movements would seem to indicate the
involvement of the motor cortex in
trance processing.

40. Many of the above references have good

somatic approach I have been develop
ing here.

46. For more on Cartesian masculinization,
see Susan Bordo, The Flight to Objec.
tivity: Essays on Cartesianism and Cul
ture, Albany: State University of New
York Pres!>, 1987.
47. Ey is cited by FJJ. Buyendijk in his book

Prolegomena to an Anthropological
Physiology, Pittsburgh: Duquesne Uni·
versity Press, 1974, p. 23.

discussions of the use of metaphor.
More books are appearing constantly.
41. Evelyn Fox Keller, A Feeling for the
Organism, op. cit.

48. Ernest Mandel, The Formation of the
Economic Thought of Karl Mar?" trans.
Brian Pearce (orig. 1967l. New York;
Monthly Review Press, 1971, p. 115.

42. Ibid., pp. 202-3.

43. Alan F. Leveton, "Between: A Study
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Erickson, Winnicott, and Bachelard:' in
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Jeffrey Zeig, Ericksonian Psychother
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50. Richard Levins, '~pplied Biology in the
sis, New York: IrvingtOn. 1986.
"Erickson took on the psychiatric estab·
Third World;' in Richard Levins and
37. Ernest L. Rossi, The Psychobiology of
lishment single-handedly, and he beat
Richard Lewontin, The Dialectical Bio
Mind-Body Healing: New Concepts of
them. They don't know it yet .. :' (in Sid
logist, Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer
Therapeutic Hypnosis. New York: W. W.
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38. Ibid.
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cnted approaches of the people I have
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discussed. Perhaps in some future
Healing is well documented. An early
paper I will engage in a more detailed
researcher in this area was Hans Selye,
comparison between the approaches of
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~
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concept of "stress" which he explains
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clearly in The Stress of Life, Revised
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